Tips for
Working
with a VA

Br u h t y u b :

KNOW YOUR BUDGET

Money is always the big one, am I right? Knowing what you can afford to pay
a VA is crucial before proceeding. Do your research and learn what average
fees are for skilled VA's so there's no sticker shock. You'll also want to check
your mindset...feel grateful for the money going out, knowing that the returns
for your business and peace of mind will be worth every cent!
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KNOW WHAT TO OFFLOAD

Take a good long look at your recurring tasks or that one project you've
procrastinated on for months. You want to be able to give your VA work that
frees up your time and allows you to focus on your zone of genius. An
experienced VA can also help you figure this out, but it's best if you think it
through and have a clear idea before speaking with your potential VA.

COMMUNICATION IS KEY

Here's a tip...even the BEST VA is not going to be able to read your mind and
automagically know your business! You have to be open and allow access
and questions, questions, questions! Your VA will likely ask you how you
prefer to communicate and you should expect LOTS of back and forth,
especially in the beginning of your partnership.
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YOUR VA IS NOT YOUR EMPLOYEE

Did you hear me use the word "partnership" right up there? Treating your VA
like an employee is the quickest way to ruin what might have been a beautiful,
productive relationship for your business. A quality VA will not agree to be at
your beck & call. This is a business to business service and your VA deserves
the respect you would give any other business owner. That leads us to tip #5.

PAY YOUR INVOICES ON TIME

A quality VA will lay out a clear fee policy and schedule. Expect to prepay for
your project services or monthly retainer. No pay, no work. Your VA is running
a business and needs to be able to plan for expected hours and income just
like any other business owner! Asking for services without payment is
unprofessional. Pay on time and communicate immediately if there are issues.
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MY BUDGET IS...
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I WILL OFFLOAD...

IDEAS FOR GOOD COMMUNICATION
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IDEAS FOR ACKNOWLEDGING VALUE

PROMPT PAYMENT PLAN
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